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1. INTRODUCTION
Many metabolic pathways can be viewed as a linear sequence of chemical reactions each of them catalysed
by a particular enzyme. In these routes, either the enzymes or the intermediates are not shared, and the study
of both the stoichiometric properties and the flux distribution through the pathway can be easily carried out.
On the contrary, in branched pathways the flux distribution can depend on both the system parameters and
external constraints. A third level of complexity appears in routes in which, though they are not branched
(there are only one initial and final product), some intermediates and enzymes are involved in more than one
reaction. In these cases, the system behaviour also depends strongly on both the internal and external
constraints.
The non oxidative phase of the Pentose Phosphate Cycle (PPC) may be considered as a paradigm of hhis
third kind of pathways. This route has been defined as the conversion between 6-carbon sugars and 5-carbon
sugars. Likely, as a consequence of this complexity, its function within the metabolis m is aig well specified.
Usually, the role of this pathway is considered as a way to oxidate hexoses to yl~|~ ~oth CO2 and NADPH,
the later being needed to the synthesis of fat acids in adipose tissue. Hqwovp~, io i:~aer tissues its function
can be different as has been well described [1]. Thus, in a general meaning, t~is pathway ought to be placed
within the more broad problem of the interconversion between monosaccharides. Notice that this conversion
has (and might have in the origin of life) a fundamental role in the cell metabolism, since this set of reactions
brings about the link between the energetic metabolism (hexoses) and the informative material (pentoses) of
the cell.
Figure la shows the classical representation of the non oxidative phase of the PPC. This design can be
found in the adipose tissue and it is known as the F-cycle [1]. Nevertheless, other different reaction schemes,
appearing in other tissues and organism, have been observed [1,2,3]. As an example, figure lb depictes the
L-cycle that was firstly described by Williams in 1971 in liver [2]. As can be seen, it presents important
differences with respect to the F-cycle.
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Fig. 1. Schemes which show the classical representationof two differentdesigns (the F-cycle (a) and the L-cycle
(b)) for the non-oxidativephase of the pentose phosphate pathway. In these schemesthe enzymesthat change the
number of cattmns of the sugars (TK, trmmketelase; TA, transaldolase; AL, aldolase),as well as the auxiliary
enzymes that allow subsequent reactions(IS, isomerase; EP, epimerase; PH, phosphatase, PT,
phosphotransferase ; PFK, 6-phosphofluctokinase)are depectod. Abbreviationsof sugars : Am, arabmose 5-P, Dha,
dihydroxyacetona phosphate; Ery, erytrose4-P, Fop, fructose 1,6-bis-phosplmte; Fru, fnictose 6-P; Gla,
glyeeraldehyde3-P ; Glo, glucose6-P ; Obp, octulose 1,8-bis-phosphate;Oct, oetulose 8-P ; Rib, ribose 5'-P ; Rul,
ribtflo~ 5'-P, Sod, sodoheptulose7-P ; Xul, xylulose5-P.
All these designs share several aspects that are worthy to be pointed out. Firstly, they can be classified
within the group of specially complex pathways above discussed. For instance, in the F-cycle, the same
enzyme (denoted as TK) acts on two different reactions, and the intermediate Gla also appears as a substrate
and/or product in several reactions. Similar situations can be found in other designs of this interconversion.
Secondly, the same kind of essential ev_zymes are present in those pathways. These mzymes are the
transke~olase (TK), the transaldolase (TA) and the aldolase (AL). Their mechanism is always the same, the
TK catalyses the transfer of a 2-carbon fragment from a sugar to another, the TA produces a transference of
a 3-carbon fragment and the AL induces the condensation or decondensation of sugars, a triose being always
involved. Schematically, these reactions can be described as follows:
TK

C,+C,~4
C,+C..~
C3+C~

~C~+C~

TA , C~+C~.~
AL

~

~- Co+3

Here, the subindex refers to the number of carbons of the sugars,
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Although the enzymatic mechanisms are similar in every pathway, their specificitios are d i a r y , Whereas
in the F-cycle AL acts exclusively on C6, both C7 and C8 are also substrates of this enzyn~ in the L-cycle.
Morenver, in the later design, CS-sugar can be a donor of a 2-carbon fragment by means of TK, reactions
that does not appear in the F-cycle. Notice also that the TA is noy involved in the L-cycle.
Together with those essential enzymes, other auxiliary enzymes are involved in each pathway: isomerases,
epimerasos, phosphotranferasos, e~. Although the dynamic and the possibilities of carrying out the
conversion depends also on those enzymatic activities, the stoichiometric orgamsation of the pathway am not
affected by them, since their action do not change the number of carbons of sugars, and therefore they will
not be considered in this work.
2 WAYTO REPRESENTTHE GLOBALREACTIONMECHANISMSOF THESECOMPLEXPATHWAYS
Usually, the enzymatic reactions that appear in these pathways are implicitly described as bisubstrate
reactions which would take place through the ternary complex Cm-Enz-C,, (Enz being any essmtial enzyme).
For instance:

(2.1)

for the TK and TA, and
Cm~

Cm,3

C~

(2.2)

for the AL. It could be thought that, for example, the mechamsm of TK would occurs through the following
sequence of steps
TK+Co+C~.2

~

* TK[C.C..~]

•

* TK[C~_2Cm] ~

*TK+C~2+Cm

(2.3)

However, the actual m~.hanism is bettor described by a Ping-Pong reaction [4], as follows:
Co

TK

C~2

TK[CJ

C~

TK[C2]

Cm+2

[Cm]TK[C2]

TK

(2.4)

Notice that Cn and Cm are independent substratos, then any conversion between them is possible (provided
a sot of structural constraints are accomplished). Thus, the reactions of transference by means of this enzyme
must be modelled as the coupling between two hemireactions through a common intermediate (TK[C2]):
TK + Cn ~---~ TK[C2] + C~-z
TK+Cm ~

* TK[Cz]+C~2

(2.5)
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One of the hemireactio~ will progress only if the other one progresses in the opposite direction. In this
context, mmyrne specificity refers to the kind of sugar that can be associated to the free enzyme. Tam, if the
enzyme can act otx sugars of n, m and p carbons, the following reactions could take place:

TK + C°

a::~

TK[C2]+ C.z

TK + C~ .:~--q~ TK[C2]+ C~2
TK + Cp ~

TK[C~] + C~

(2.6)

and as a consequence, the following coupling must be cxztsidered:

c°~

rK /.C~

C. ~

,~ Cp
C~2 '¢

"~C.~

(2.7)

In other words, if the two first couplings exit, then the third one also should occur.
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Fig. 2. A simplifyrepresentation for the F-cycle of the non-oxidative
phase of the pentose phosphatepathway.
A similar reasoning applies to both TA and AL. Therefore, despite of the F-cycle is usually described in a
simplified way as in figuro 2, actually it should be modelled bythe following hemireactions:

TK+C 5 ~

~ TK[Cz]+C~

TK+C,

~---~ TK[Cz]+C,

TK+C7

~

~ TK[Cz]+C~

TA+C6

~

• TA[C3]+C~

TA+C7

~

TA[Cd+C,

AL + C,

~--,= ALICe]+ C~

AL + C,

~

AL[Cd

(2.8)
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As can be derived from these considerations, the pathway organization, even its ability to carry out a
particular conversion, depends on the specificity of the enzymes revolved in this pathway. Under absolute
non-specificity conditions, the following hemireactions must be taken into account besides the previously
written (2.8):

TK+C~ ~

TK[C2]÷C~

TA+C~

~

TA[C3]+C~

AL+C~

~

AL[C3]+C,

AL+C~

,~

AL[C3]+C5

(2.9)

Under stationary conditions, these hemireactions could be in principle coupled each other in several ways,
depending on both the boundary constraints and the system parameters (kinetic constants, enzyme
concentration, etc.). As it was stated above, these couplings occur through the intermediates TK[C2],
TALC3] and AL[C3]. At this regime, the relative rates of the hemireactions take particular values according
to the stoichiometric constraints.
The classical way of representing schematically the reaction mechanisms (arrows between intermediates) is
based on two chemical properties: sequence of reactions, and the stoichiometry. The complex routes here
considered are characterized precisely because they are not sequential and have not a defined stoichiometry.
This ~ t u r e makes that a new kind of representation is necessary for these kind of pathways. A better way of
representing the system would be as a reaction network, in which the intermediates are the nodes, connected
each other by lines or transformations. Figure 3 shows schematically the corresponding chemical reaction
network for the interconversion C6/C5.
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Fig. 2. Schematicrepres(mtationof the interconversionbetween 5-carbonssugars
and 6-carbonssugars as a reactionnetwork,
The flux distribution at the steady state has to be compatible with both stoichiometric (indeed, a
consequence of mass action law) and boundary constraints. In principle, many flux distributions compatible
with both restrictions can be found,
Let us consider again the L-cycle described by Williams. Usually, this pathway has been represented as in
figure lb [2]. Assuming that the mechanism of the enzymes involved in the route is that described in (2.4),
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this scheme would be unsuitable at steady state. The reason is that AL breaks CT-sugars and forms Cg
sugars in the same compartment, and this would imply that the hemireaction AL+C3 ~
ALC3 should
occur in both directions simultaneously. However, this contradictory result can be avoided if the couplings of
the figure 4 are performed.
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Fig. 4. A schematic representation for the L-type of the non-oxidative
phase of the pentose phosphate pathway. In this scheme AL acts like TA
transferringthree carbonsbetween 5-¢.arbonssugars and 7-carbonssugars.

Even so, in this pathway those activities involve in the non-reductive phase of the Calvin cycle are present.
Then, according to Principle o f Activity [5], Calvin cycle would be also working, and then it should be also
superimposed into the scheme shown in figure 4. Thus, it seems clear that the organization of this pathway is
more complex that it could be thought.
3. ENZYMATICACTIVITIESAND STRUCTURALORGANIZATIONOF THE PATHWAY
Given a particular sot of enzymatic activities that make possible the stoichiom~ric conversion in the nonoxidative phase of the pentose phosphate pathway, a main questions arises: How many different dynamic
organizations can the system adopt?. In other words, how many possible flux distributions compatible with a
stoichiometric interconversion (with a not flux through the pathway) are possible?.
As it was already said, the possible substrates for the TK are the sugars C5, C6, C7 and C8, whereas the
TA and AL only can works on C6, C7 and C8. For a particular system, these enzymes can be totally nonspecific, or on the contrary, have catalytic capacity on particular substrates. In fact, the sot of activities of
each enzymes defmes the structural properties of the pathway. Since each of the reactions described in (2.8)
and (2.9) can be camed out only if the corresponding enzyme has that activity, there are 2 ~° different activity
combinations. These sots of enzymatic activities can be written in a vectorial form, each vector element
being 1 or 0 whether the corresponding enzyme has got or not respectively this particular activity. So, for
instance, the activity vector
TK

TA

AL

at=([1,1,1,0], [1,1,0],[ 1,0,0])

(3.1)

means that the TK has activity on sugars C5, C6 and C7, but not on C8-sugars; the TA can act on C6 and
C7, and the AL act only on C6-sugars.
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However, not all the activity vectors correspond to a stoichiometric interconversion. By using a
stoichiomezic network analysis [6,7], it is not difficultto find the correspondence between the activity
vectors and the set of flux distributions through the pathway. In fact, the temporal evolution of the
concentration of the intermediate x can be expressed as the product of the stoichiometric matrix and the rate
vector v (vector whose componems are the rate of every reactions involved in the route):
x

=

N v

0.2)

N being the stoichiometric matrix, whose rows are relatedto the metabolites whereas the colunms represent
the reactions in which each of them are involved. The expression of this matrix can be computed from the
reaction scheme (2.8) and (2.9)[9].
An equation similar to (3.2) can be derived for each activity vector. The stationary solutions can be easily
found, by solving the algebraic linear system
N v = 0

(3.3)

Perhaps, the major resultof this analysis is that only 51 activityvectors are feasible for the stoichiometric
transformation betwem sugars of five cartxms and sugars of six carbons. Physical considerations as the
specificityhypothesis, that is if a enzyme acts on sugar of rn carbons and m + 2 carbons then it must act on
sugars ofm+l as well [8], orthe independence from initialconditions, reduce even more this number to 21.
Therefore, the stoichiometric interconversion C5/C~ can only be camed out by a few activity vectors.
In addition, the subset of activity vectors that allow a net flux through the pathway at the steady state
(stoichiometrically feasible) can be classified in two groups: (a) those related to a fixed velocity vector such
as the activity vector (3.1), and Co) those related with infinite rate vectors. The first ones have a detemmmte
flux distribution, whereas the latter have a non-determinam flux distribution through the different reactions of
the pathway.
4. WHATIS THE PHYSICALMEANINGOF A DETERMINATESOLUTION?
It is not difficult to find the physical meaning of a given determinate flux distribution. The elements of the
rate vector have particular values in relation to the net flux of the conversion, and these do not depend on
either the external constraints (boundary conditions) or the system parameters (kinetic constants, enzyme
concentrations, etc.). As an example, the following velocity vector is the unique solution for the activity
vector (3.1).
v,=([6,-5],[4,-2,-2,01,[-2,2,01,[-1,0,0,11) x

(4.1)

which means that, for example, reaction TK+C5 ~
TK[C2]+C3, at the steady state, is working with a
rate four times greater than the net flux of c~version. Figure 5 shows the flux distribution through the
enzymatic n~work for the activity vector alcorrespondmg with enzymatic activities of the F-cycle.
The other six activity vectors that imply determinate solutions am

a2= (If,I,1,0],[0,0,0],[I,1,0])

(4.2)

as= ([l,l,l,l],[0,1,1],[l,0,0])

(4.3)

([1,1,1,1],[1,1,0],[0,0,1])

(4.4)

a4=

a~= ([l,l,l,q,[0,1,1],[O,l,O])

(4.5)
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a~= ([1,1,1,11,[0,1,11,[0,0,1])

(4.6)

a7= ([1,1,1,1],[0,0,0],[0,1,11)

(4.7)

being the corresponding rate vectors

vz=([6,-51,[4,-2,-2,0],[0,0,0],[-3,2,0,11) T

(4.9)

v3=([6,-51,[2,-2,-2,21,[0,2,-2], [-1,0,0,11)

(4.1o)

T

v,=([6,-51,[3,-2,-2,1],[-2,2.01,[0,0,-1,11) T

(4.11)

vs=([6,-5],[1,-2,-2,3],[0,2,-2],[0,-1,0,1])x

(4.12)

v6=([6,-5],[1,-2,-1,2],[0,2,-2],[0,0,-1,1])

T

V6=([6,-5],[ 1,-2,-2,3],[0,0,0],[0,2,-3,1]) x

(4.13)
(4.14)

It is worthy to notice that the activity vectors a2 correspond to the enzyme activities described for the Calvin
cycle. That is, with these enzymatic activities the interconversion C6/C5 can be carried out, and with an
unique relative flux distribution.

/

-5

l

4

-2

-2

Fig. 5. F-cycle represented as a reaction network. The lines of figure 2 now have
adopted a particular direction and a particular value in relation to the total flux of
the pathway. The intermediate C8 is not connected with any other intermediate since
no enzyme has got activity on it

5. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF AN INDETERMINATE SOLUTION?
Among the 21 activity vectors that make possible a stoichiometrically feasible conversion, 14 are related to
indeterminate solutions for the rate vectors. As an example, let us consider the activity vector
([1,1,1,1],[0,0,01,[1,1,1])

(5.1)

that correspond with the enzymatic activities o f the L-type-Williams cycle [2]. The rate vector, solution o f

(5.1) is
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(5.2)

that, as can be seen, implies infinite solutions (obtained for particular values of the real parameter ),2).
Similar velocity vectors can be found for the other 13 activity vectors.
In fact, this solution space has a vectorial structure, and any vector that belongs to it can be expressed as a
lineal combination e r a basis (a complete generator of the space). It is well known that the choice of this basis
is arbitrary. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to choose those vectors that are the simplest. By the simplest
vector(s), we mean a vector with the highest number of null entries. In this particular example, this basis
could be formed by the following four vectors :

b1=([6,-5],[ 4, -2, -2, 0],[ 0, 0, 0], [-3, 2, 0,

1]) T

(5.3)

b2-'~([0, 0],[ 1, 0, 0, -1],[ -1, 0, 1], [0, 0, 0, 0]) T

(5.4)

b3=([O, 01,[ 1, O, O, -1],[ O, O, 01, [-1, O, 1,

0]) T

(5.5)

b,=([0, 0],[ 0, 0, 0, 0],[ 1, -1, 0], [-1, l, 0, 0]) T

(5.6)

Then, any solution can be written as a linear combination of the four vectors of the basis, i.e.

v~ = 2~b, + 2~b~ + 2~b~ + 2~b~,2~ ~ 9 t

(5.7)

The physical meaning of the basis vectors is clear. They can be viewed as specific conversions m a similar
way as that in figure 5. Note that, among them, there are one that allow the conversion C6/C5, while other
are futile cycles that, taken separately, do not produce a net flux through the pathway. The main conclusion
to be remarked is that whereas the relation to the net flux of particular reactions rates is fixed, independently
of any internal or external constraint, for other reactions their contribution can change as a function of these
constraints. First results demonstrate that this kind of organization can have a large influence on the general
behaviour of the pathway, mainly on dynamic aspects and on the adaptation to external variations (work in
progress).
6. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The previous reasoning has pointed out some questions that it is worthy to deal with in a certain detail.
Previously, it has been considered that simplicity of metabolic pathways might be the result of optimising
some target function during evolution [5]. Moreover, it has been stated that the simplest route is that
involving the lowest number of reactions. Melendez-Hevia et al. [8] have shown that the net flux through a
linear pathway increases as the number of enzymatic reactions decreases. In the kind of pathways which we
are studying in the present work some intermediates are involved in more than one reaction, and as a
consequence the concept of simplicity might be redefined as a network property. The relation between the
number of nodes and connections is a commonly used measure of complexity in chemical networks. Then, the
lower this ratio, the higher the complexity of the network. Then, a system with a higher number of
intermediates (nodes) than other, not necessarily must be more complex. An alternative to this definition,
valid for this kind of metabolic systems, is that simplicity can be measured by the number of null entries of
the activity vectors.
Although a simpler metabolism posses a number of advantages from a evolutionary point of view[8],
complexity, as appears in this kind of systems, can be used to present a high versatility and therefore to
respond better to external changes. Complex pathways can be adapted optimally to get different cellular
goals. So, m principle, it can be said that those activity vectors that give rise to determinate solutions are
related to simpler networks than those whose corresponding solutions are indeterminate.
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We suggest that present-day metabolism is brought about in agreement with these criteria. Then, most of
the actual situations correspond with activity vectors related to indeterminate solutions, that means multiple
flux distributions depending on both internal and external constraints. This fact could explain that only under
particular experimental conditions well known pathways, as the L-cycle of PPC, can be observed. In other
cases, when the cell needs a high specification in the flux regime, the system tends to remove some enzymatic
activities. Such a case occurs in the non reductive phase oft.he Calvin cycle. The presence e r a TA activity
would provoke a indeterminate solution, and possibly with negative consequences for the net flux conversion.
Light inhibition of this activity solves the matter.
As a final comment we would like to say that obviously the indetermination of the flux distribution is a
consequence of the non-specificity of the enzymes. Is this non-specificity an intrinsic property of this kind of
metabolic systems or, on the contrary, is the result of an evolntive permissiveness in order to obtain more
versatile metabolic pathways?. Some clues to answer this question, within the more general context of
monosaccharide interconversion, can be found in a recent article submitted [8].
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